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Abstract—We present a hardware-friendly spatiotemporal
compressed sensing framework for video compression. The spatiotemporal compressed sensing incorporates random sampling in
both spatial and temporal domain to encode the video scene into a
single coded image. During decoding, the video is reconstructed
using dictionary learning and sparse recovery. The evaluation
results demonstrate the proposed approach can achieve high
compression rate (10 : 1 − 30 : 1) and robustness reconstruction quality (> 20dB) on noisy database. Additionally, it also
enables power efﬁcient and real-time CMOS implementation (0.7
nJ/pixel).

I.

frames. But computing the motion vectors can require an entire
frame search for similar blocks which is a time intensive
process. Thus the search is typically reduced to a percentage of
the frame to increase processing speed. But this may leads to
unsuccessful searches. State of the art solutions to computing
these motion vectors without an entire frame search have arisen
but at the cost of computational complexity. An integral step
in compressing the data is taking the discrete cosine transform
(DCT) of pixel blocks. Taking advantage of the DCT by
removing the insigniﬁcant high frequency components of individual frames yields high amounts of compression, however,
it is computationally expensive and increases quadratically
with the pixel block size [3]. Reducing this size of the pixel
blocks has the effect of reducing the time and processing
power needed for the DCT but also increases the amount of
motion vectors needed to encode the data and increases the
compression schemes susceptibility to noise.

I NTRODUCTION

As advancements in integrated circuit fabrication steadily
continue yielding smaller process sizes and higher circuit
densities, new low power methods of data compression are
needed in applications where high data rates are ubiquitous.
One such application is mobile video transmission where raw
data rates, which can range from 2 Mb/s to 2 Gb/s, are too
large for conventional transmission methods. Past compression
methods that demonstrate high compression factors require
complex circuitry and are computationally demanding, neither
of which are suitable for low power, resource limited IC
design. To satisfy the power and computational requirements
for these mobile applications, our approach combines the
processes of data acquisition and compression while reducing
computational complexity and processing time as compared to
methods that treat them as disjoint. Biomedical applications
such as functional imaging [1] and calcium imaging [2] can
beneﬁt from such a energy efﬁcient and real-time imaging
acquisition system.

Inspired by the theory of Compressed Sensing (CS), a
number of temporal CS systems has been proposed to alleviate the intensive computation and enable hardware-friendly
implementation for video compression. For example, Llull
demonstrated a coded aperture compressive temporal imaging
system, which is able to reconstruct 148 frames per coded
image [4], [5]. Koller et al. also showed a prototype compressive video camera at 740 fps using CMOS sensors and
silicon-dioxide optical coded mask [6]. Tsai extended this
technique to compress a multi-spectral, high-speed scene into
a monochrome scene using objective lens, coded aperture,
piezoelectric stage and monochrome CCD camera [7]. Finally,
Liu proposed an efﬁcient space-time sampling approach with
pixel-wise coded exposure, which uses a prototype liquidcrystal-on-silicon device to modulate light prior to the image
sensor [8], [9].

MPEG standard is one of the most heavily used methods
for video compression, which serves as the core of many
DVD formats and digital television broadcasts. This lossy
form of compression achieves high compression rate (CR) that
vary depending on the version of encoding. The high level
of compression achieved by MPEG is a result of multiple
operations (i.e. motion estimation) taken on the video data
in both the spatial and temporal domain, however, the most
effective steps in the process have the caveat of also being
the most computationally intensive and time dependent, which
adds the difﬁculty of efﬁcient hardware implementation.

In order to meet the requirements of high compression rate
and power efﬁcient implementation, we proposed a hardwarefriendly spatiotemporal compressed sensing framework for
video compression with following contributions.
a) Spatiotemporal Compressed Sampling: The spatiotemporal compressed sensing is the key component of our proposed framework, as shown in Fig. 1. Unlike conventional
video compression technique, the spatiotemporal compressed
sensing requires no motion estimation, compensation and DCT
to reduce bits by identifying and eliminating statistical redundancy. In spatiotemporal compressed sensing, the pixels are
simply exposed through a random short “single on” exposure

One of the computational intensive operations is information reduction through video motion estimation. This operation
ﬁrst computes motion vectors for blocks of pixels between
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Fig. 1. The block diagram of spatiotemporal compressed sensing framework

Fig. 2.
The demonstration of pixel-wise coded exposure in spatial and
temporal domains

of ﬁxed duration, which essentially compresses a spatiotemporal video into a single coded image. Additionally, as shown in
Fig. 2 the spatiotemporal compressed sensing is more optimal
for video compression because it samples both the spatial and
temporal information simultaneously, which sets it apart from
the conventional spatial compressed sampling.

min ||a||1 s.t. y = SDa.
a

The reconstruction problem can be solved by using  − 1
norm optimization and then the signal is recovered as x̂ = Da
at compression rate M
N : 1.

b) Hardware-friendly On-Chip Encoding for CMOS Architecture: In spatiotemporal compressed sensing, a sensing cube
is adopted to encode the spatiotemporal video into a single
coded image. In details, the sensing cube is composed of either
1 or 0, where 1 intuitively indicates exposure is turned on
and vice versa as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, the encoding
for video compression can be formulated as a simple addition
operation compared to conventional technique, which suffers
from the intensive computation. Taking advantage of the
simple arithmetic computation, the spatiotemporal compressed
sensing is hardware-friendly and enables the real-time and
power-efﬁcient implementation on CMOS architecture [10].

B. Spatiotemporal Compressed Sensing
As shown in Fig.1, the block diagram illustrates the basic
framework of the spatiotemporal compressed sensing. In our
proposed framework, the spatiotemporal compressed sensing
essentially compresses the video scene into a single coded
image and wirelessly transmits the coded image to off-chip
terminal for reconstruction. Basically, the framework is composed of two stages: encoder and decoder. The encoder, which
has been successfully implemented on chip [10], encodes the
video scene into the coded image. Upon receiving the coded
image, the decoder adopts the dictionary learning and sparse
recovery to reconstruct the video.

Our paper is organized in the following structure: In section
II, we introduce compressed sensing theory and demonstrate
the spatiotemperal compressed sensing approach with corresponding hardware architecture. In section III, we demonstrate
the experiments results and discuss the advantages and limitations of proposed approach for video compression compared
to other video compression techniques such as MPEG. Finally,
we conclude the paper in section IV.
II.

To illustrate how spatiotempral compressed sensing works,
we assume there is a spatiotemporal video signal X ∈
RW ×H×T , where W × H denotes the size of each frame, T
denotes the total number of frames in the video and X(w, h, t)
denotes the intensity value associated with the frame t at
position (w, h). A sensing cube S ∈ RW ×H×T is also given,
which stores the spatiotemporal exposure control values for
pixel at (w, h, t). In details, the sensing cube value for each
pixel is deﬁned as:

M ETHOD

A. Compressed Sensing



Compressed Sensing (CS) theory [11], [12] demonstrates
that a S-sparse signal x ∈ RN is essentially compressed into
a measurement y ∈ RM by a sensing matrix S ∈ RM ×N ,
where normally S << M < N . Given the Restricted Isometry
Property (RIP) and M ∼ Slog N
S satisﬁed, the signal x can
be exactly reconstructed by solving the optimization problem
below.

S(w, h, t) =

1
0

t ∈ [t1 , t2 ]
otherwise

where 0 ≤ t1 < t2 ≤ T and t2 − t1 intuitively indicates
the exposure duration. t1 is randomly chosen for each pixel
while the exposure duration is ﬁxed.
Given the video scene X and sensing cube S, the coded
image Y ∈ RM ×N is computed as:

min ||x||1 s.t. y = Sx.
x

Y(w, h) =

However, the signal of image or video scene x is not sparse
with respect to time or frequency domain. An over-complete
dictionary D ∈ RN ×L needs to be adopted to sparsify the
signal x, where x = Da and a ∈ RL is sparse. Therefore, the
reconstruction problem can be formulated as:

T


S(w, h, t) · X(w, h, t) ∀w, h.

t=1

Therefore, the spatiotemporal compressed sensing encodes
the video X into a coded image Y at compression rate T : 1
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TABLE II.
C OMPARISON OF RECONSTRUCTION PERFORMANCE ( IN
PSNR AND CR) OF “P EDESTRIAN ” WITHOUT NOISE .

During the reconstruction, we recover the spatiotemporal
video, X̂ ∈ RW ×H×T , by solving the optimization problem,

Approach

1
min ||Y − SDa||22 + λ||a||1 ,
a 2

Spatiotemporal
MPEG

TABLE III.

where D ∈ RN ×L is an over-complete dictionary learned
from the training sample [13] and a ∈ RL is the sparse
coefﬁcient vector. λ is the linear combination coefﬁcient for
controlling the sparsity in the recovery. Finally, the reconstructed video is computed as X̂ = Da.
III.

Spatiotemporal
MPEG

PSNR

CR

PSNR

CR

PSNR

CR

24.59
30.03

10:1
15:1

23.74
30.46

20:1
15:1

23.58
30.52

30:1
15:1

10 Frames

20 Frames

30 Frames

PSNR

CR

PSNR

CR

PSNR

CR

23.69
22.62

10:1
5:1

23.73
22.55

20:1
3:1

22.96
22.52

30:1
5:1

Additionally, we also compare the spatiotemporal compressed sensing with other video compression techniques from
the perspective of hardware implementation. In order to enable
MPEG technique for mobile applications, the encoders have
optimized the processing steps to reduce power and realize
real-time encoding. Mochizuki [15] demonstrates a fully developed H.264/MPEG-4 codec on chip in the 90 nm process
capable of encoding 30 fps HD-sized video in real-time. This
implementation achieves more than a 50% increase in power
efﬁciency as compared to other implementations of other
MPEG on chip codecs. Comparably, our work implemented
on chip demonstrates a 69% increase in power efﬁciency over
this leading implementation. Other work [16] in MPEG-like
compression for mobile applications demonstrate increased
power efﬁciency as compared to our work. These new methods
of encoding greatly reduce the computational intensity by
approximating the DCT coefﬁcients and reducing the area of
search for motion estimation. The work presented by employing a H.265/HVEC encoder in the 28nm process compresses
30 fps HD-sized video with a power efﬁciency rating of .5
nJ/pixel. This is compared to our work which demonstrates a
power efﬁciency rating of .7174 nJ/pixel and incorporates both
video acquisition as well as compression in a process size 84%
larger. Our work demonstrates the ability of spatial temporal
compressive sampling to outperform conventional compression
methods in terms of power efﬁciency and shows promise for
further performance increase in smaller process sizes.
IV.

10 Frames

20 Frames

30 Frames

PSNR

CR

PSNR

CR

PSNR

CR

25.08
31.45

10:1
16:1

25.17
31.30

20:1
16:1

23.43
31.19

30:1
16:1

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a spatiotemporal compressed
sensing framework for video compression. Taking advantage
of spatiotemporal compressed sampling, the video scene can
be encoded efﬁciently at high compression rate and decoded
using sparse recovery. The evaluation results demonstrate its
performance in terms of reconstruction quality and compression rate. Compared to conventional MPEG standard, proposed
approach achieves better robustness on noisy database and
realizes ﬂexible compression rates. Furthermore, the simple
arithmetic computation of spatiotemporal compressed sensing
is suitable for the power-efﬁcient and real-time biomedical
CMOS implementation.

C OMPARISON OF RECONSTRUCTION PERFORMANCE ( IN
PSNR AND CR) OF “C AR ” WITHOUT NOISE .

Spatiotemporal
MPEG

30 Frames

E XPERIMENTS

Table I and II demonstrate the performance on the videos
without noise. In this experiment, MPEG technique dominates
the spatiotemporal CS approach in terms of PSNR because
MPEG can take advantage of precise motion detection and
estimation to preserve the details of video scene without noise.
The spatiotemporal CS approach loses some information in the
encoding but the compression rate is more ﬂexible compared
to MPEG. Table III and IV demonstrate the performance on
the videos with low noise. The proposed approach achieves
better performance on the “car” videos and comparable performance on the “pedestrian” videos in terms of reconstruction
quality. Furthermore, the proposed approach still achieves high
compression rate while MPEG is reduced to around 5 : 1.
Table V and VI shows the performance on the videos with
high noise, which demonstrates the robustness of proposed
approach on the videos with high noise. The spatiotemporal
CS approach outperforms MPEG in terms of reconstruction
quality and compression rate. The robustness of spatiotemporal
CS on noisy data beneﬁts from the pixel-wise exposure, which
averages the noise during the exposure. Besides, sparse reconstruction using the dictionary that learned from the training
sample also further helps improve the robustness. Fig. 3
demonstrates the example of reconstruction video frames on
different noisy level.

Approach

20 Frames

C OMPARISON OF RECONSTRUCTION PERFORMANCE ( IN
PSNR AND CR) OF “C AR ” WITH LOW NOISE .

Approach

In this section, we evaluate the spatiotemporal CS approach
on the database [14] compared to standard video compression
MPEG in terms of reconstruction quality and compression
rate (CR). The reconstruction quality is measured in peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). The spatiotemporal video scenes
are composed of two categories: “car” with slow motion and
“pedestrian” with fast motion. The resolution of each video
frame is 480 × 640 while the number of frame of video
scenes is 10, 20 and 30 respectively. We also demonstrate
the performance on the noisy video scenes to demonstrate the
robustness. Additionally, we compare the spatiotemporal CS
with other video compression techniques from the perspective
of hardware implementation.

TABLE I.

10 Frames
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Fig. 3. The demonstration of coded images and reconstructed video frames at compression rate 20 : 1. A (red): without noise; B (green): low noise; C (blue):
high noise.
TABLE IV.
C OMPARISON OF RECONSTRUCTION PERFORMANCE ( IN
PSNR AND CR) OF “P EDESTRIAN ” WITH LOW NOISE .
Approach
Spatiotemporal
MPEG

TABLE V.

10 Frames

20 Frames

TABLE VI.
C OMPARISON OF RECONSTRUCTION PERFORMANCE ( IN
PSNR AND CR) OF “P EDESTRIAN ” WITH HIGH NOISE .

30 Frames

PSNR

CR

PSNR

CR

PSNR

CR

23.00
22.50

10:1
4:1

21.45
22.51

20:1
4:1

22.48
22.53

30:1
4:1

Spatiotemporal
MPEG

10 Frames

20 Frames

[2]

[3]
[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

30 Frames

CR

PSNR

CR

PSNR

CR

22.36
19.68

10:1
3:1

22.05
19.69

20:1
3:1

22.04
19.68

30:1
3:1

TABLE VII.
C OMPARISON OF O N -C HIP I MPLEMENTATION ( IN
T ECHNOLOGY ( NM ) AND P OWER ( N J/P IXEL ) )
Our work [10]

30 Frames

PSNR

CR

PSNR

CR

PSNR

CR

Technology

25.08
19.59

10:1
3:1

25.17
19.57

20:1
3:1

23.43
19.55

30:1
3:1
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